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Message #1

Risk is outpacing resilience in Central 

Asia



Central Asia is vulnerable to multiple 
hazards and climate related disasters

Source : Wikimedia Commons/ Zafiroblue05 and NASA

The Aral Sea in 1989 (L) and 2008 (R).

Droughts and floods are more prevalent with
significant human suffering and economic damages
(up to 1.3% GDP)

Glaciers are melting (up to 20-30% over last 50 years)

Climate change is intensifying and will continue
– Increase in heatwave and drought risks
– Accelerated glacier melt (at least -50% by 2050),
with increased variability and instability for water
resources

Climate risks are crossing borders through interconnexions of land,
water, transport and telecommunication systems as well as social
and economic interactions (e.g., food and energy markets)



Disaster impacts in Central Asia

Disaster impacts in North and Central Asia, 2000–2016



Damage and future estimates in North and Central Asia

Disaster impacts in Central Asia



Future disaster impacts- Kazakhstan

Source: Global Assessment Report, 2015

$865 Million USD in projected
annual disaster loss



$98 Million USD in projected
annual disaster loss

Future disaster impacts- Kyrgyzstan



$43 Million USD in projected
annual disaster loss

Future disaster impacts- Mongolia



Message #2

Accounting for and estimating risks from 

hazards and climate related disasters are 

crucial for building resilient infrastructure





Energy

Transport

ICT

Snapshot of critical infrastructure in CA



Seismic risk (Energy sector)

Energy

(Source: ESCAP Asia Pacific Energy Portal, 2017)



Seismic risk (Transport sector)

Transport

Many of the roads are reported to 

be class III or below 



Seismic risk (ICT sector)

ICT



Flood risk (Energy sector)

Energy

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP Asia Pacific Energy Portal, 2017) 



Flood risk (Transport sector)

Transport

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)



Flood risk (ICT sector)

ICT

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)



Drought risk (Energy sector)

Drought is a new risk that

has not been accounted

for in infrastructure

development

Drought/water stress can poses a substantial

risk in the energy sector, particularly when

looking at hydropower

Exposure to drought events



Hydropower exposure to drought (2030 projection)  

Hydropower exposure to drought (2060 projection)  

Climate change is projected to exacerbate drought risk 



Hydropower exposure to water stress (2030 projection)  

Climate change is projected to exacerbate drought risk 

Drought/water stress can poses a substantial

risk in the energy sector, particularly when

looking at hydropower

(Source: Based on Water Risk Atlas by World Resources Institute, 2015; 

Based on ESCAP Asia Pacific Energy Portal, 2017)



The physical world and the digital world are rapidly converging.

In the era of smart cities, wide-scale adoption of the internet of things (IoT)
and cloud technology all offer significant advantages across the built
environment, from increasing communicability and maintenance monitoring
to reducing traffic congestion on roads and highways.

Any threats to digital connectivity (earthquakes for example), therefore, will
have cascading impacts on the built environment. Buildings and structures
become more vulnerable to cyber attack during a natural disaster.

The effects of natural disasters that impact critical infrastructure, such as
power, water, wastewater and communications, rely on our digital backbone
to function. Without access to the digital backbone, the ability to restore
basic infrastructure functions is dramatically reduced or prevented altogether.

Multi-hazard risks for co-deployment



(Source: based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)

Disaster risk needs to be accounted for when looking at 
infrastructure co-deployment

Transportation 
and ICT co-
deployment

Flood risk

Earthquake risk
(Transboundary)

Earthquake risk
(Transboundary)

Parts of the Asian Highway 

are in multi-hazard 

disaster risk hotspots



Disaster risk needs to be accounted for when looking at 
infrastructure co-deployment

Flood risk in co-
deployment in 

Kazakhstan

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)



Disaster risk needs to be accounted for when looking at 
infrastructure co-deployment

Transboundary seismic 

risk in co-deployment 

(Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan)

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)



Disaster risk needs to be accounted for when looking at 
infrastructure co-deployment

(Source: Based on Global Assessment Report on Disaster Risk 

Reduction, 2015; ESCAP, Network Analysis, 2014)

Transboundary seismic 

risk in co-deployment 

(Kazakhstan, Mongolia)



Message #3

Adapting to current and future hazards means 

investing in climate/disaster resilient 

infrastructure



US$4.2 trillion — The expected value of at-risk losses to
manageable global infrastructure assets from a 2°C rise in
average temperatures (The Economist, 2015)

US$3 trillion — Projected cost of low cyber-resiliency on
global productivity and growth by 2020. (McKinsey, 2014)

US$306 billion — Total economic losses from natural and
man-made disasters in 2017 are estimated to be US$306
billion, up from US$188 billion in 2016. (Swiss Re.)

Worldwide costs of non-resilience 



Adapted from ADB report “Meeting Asia’s infrastructure needs”, 2017 

Projected annual infrastructure needs and gaps in 
resilient infrastructure 
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Projected total needs for climate-resilient 
infrastructure for 2016-2030

Adapted from ADB report “Meeting Asia’s infrastructure needs”, 2017 
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Sector disaggregated projected total needs for 
climate-resilient infrastructure for 2016-2030 

Adapted from ADB report “Meeting Asia’s infrastructure needs”, 2017 
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Some final observations…

Resilience is not a one-dimensional issue- there is a need for holistic solutions that cut across

sectors.

Having early-stage conversations such as this meeting

about risk management in future infrastructure projects

makes it easier to customize a resiliency strategy-

knowing which assets to protect, understanding the

function of those assets and the potential cost of losing

those assets from shocks like natural disasters and

extreme weather.

To be resilient- infrastructure of tomorrow must cope with, and adapt to, a complex, extensive

and evolving mix of hazards, risks and threats. Assessments of multi-hazards risks should be an

essential component of every project across its entire life cycle — integrated from the planning

and design phase — and not just added on as a last-minute feature.

A resilient system can 

adapt to a variety of 

changing conditions 

and withstand shocks 

and stresses while 

still providing 

essential services to 

its residents.
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